
 

Wisdom Together e.V. 
+49 (0) 89 189 44 199  

Registration number as a non for profit association: VR 206928

 

Please keep this proposal to one page and send it to 
info@wisdomtogether.com

We will contact you within
proceed. Thank you for your interest and engagement. 

  

Please answer the following

 

1. Who will be the organizer and who will be the speaker of the 
Wisdom Talk? 

 

2. What is the Title / Topic of

 

3. Where will the Wisdom Talk take place (location)?

 

4. What is the Wisdom Tal
others? How does this topic help to increase Consciousness and 
Wisdom in this world? 

 

5. Do you have a picture / photo
website to communicate the Wisdom Talk?

 

6. Your name, contact details
background and intention.
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WISDOM TALK S
Template for proposal

Please keep this proposal to one page and send it to 
info@wisdomtogether.com (Topic: WISDOM TALK PROPOSAL) 

within two weeks on whether and how to 
proceed. Thank you for your interest and engagement.  

following questions:  

Who will be the organizer and who will be the speaker of the 

Topic of the Wisdom Talk? 

will the Wisdom Talk take place (location)? 

What is the Wisdom Talk about? Why is this interesting for 
others? How does this topic help to increase Consciousness and 
Wisdom in this world?  

picture / photograph which we can use on the 
e to communicate the Wisdom Talk? 

contact details and two sentences on your 
background and intention. 
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(Topic: WISDOM TALK PROPOSAL)  

two weeks on whether and how to 

Who will be the organizer and who will be the speaker of the 

about? Why is this interesting for 
others? How does this topic help to increase Consciousness and 

which we can use on the 

and two sentences on your 


